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DARK PLANET



Dream

I’m blind, believe me, I haven’t seen what you 
have done
Believe, I can’t arrange the noise that I have 
heard
Release me please, I am to young to loose 
my life
No way to escape out of this misery …

One dream, this is my only whish
My life, I want my life to live
One dream, this is my only whish
My life, I want my life to live

A street, full of people, why do you take me?
I swear, my lips are sealed and I won’t lose 
a word
I won’t tell it anybody, I won’t tell it anyone
I wouldn’t do not anything, please leave me 
alone

One dream, this is my only whish
My life, I want my life to live
One dream, this is my only whish
My life, I want my life to live

My eyes can’t see but deep in me there is a 
part with mental eyes,
Can see your soul, your inner mind and you 
can’t hide your felonies

Dark Planet

Out, in the cold, there we are, in a world without a light
where the men, always ready for a fight

Signs of destruction and of death are the marks of our home
Have to go, have to find the missing light

We lost the Starchild and we’re on the way we come and take you
We see the faces on the earth, we come to grab and take you

If we succeed, find the way, to restore the peace at all 
Time is short, for you all to go away

Any day, light expires, you’re alone, and the darkness comes to stay 
You’re the prey, have the will to fly away

The way of glory is a hard way and you must be harder
This is the wrong way to ignore the helpless cries of mankind

At least, we are here, looking out, for the masterpiece we’ve lost
Take it back, to enlighten our world

Matter of fact, for you, all the bad, and the tragedy begins
Means the end, of your own home world today

We lost the Starchild and we’re on the way we come and take you
We see the faces on the earth, we come to grab and take you

The way of glory is a hard way and you must be harder
This is the wrong way to ignore the helpless cries of mankind
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CENTURY

It’s now, it’s real
A new brutality is here
I see these tears
And they become a sea of fear

Am I alone, or is there someone else who sees
What’s going on, they’re killing children that’s for real
Something is wrong, where is their mind, what did they feel
I hear them call, this is the devils century

Too blind to see
Why can this rage take the lead
Too cold to feel
Wrong prophets with an insane deal

Am I alone or is there someone else who sees
That it is wrong, to live along this misery 
For those who think they can escape their destiny
The end will come, for the Devil and his century

Century
Some say it’s the Devil 
Century
With out any hope

Am I alone, or is there someone else you sees
What’s going on, why I hate you and you hate me
Not longer free, a prisoner of rage and fear
Wouldn’t you see, this is the Devil century

 

TIME HAS COME

And when the time has come
There was a little acing that’s curing me

And when this day was gone
I’m just a little harder than yesterday

There’s only so much pain
You can take before you are breaking down

In a misguided time
Your mind can take more suffering you’ve ever known

The story which I tell
Is an occurrence from life seized

Should help you on your way
Walk against the misery and pain in your life

There once will be the day
You find a situation with no way out

You only can go through 
Close your eyes and don’t feel what’s happening

OUT OF MY WAY
Is this a day of sorrow, I can explain
Another reason for me, to make a change
My life it has no break yet, goes on and on
Another scare in my soul, suffering me

I don’t know how it is, to live without you’re smile
How can I realize, what happens in these days

You wouldn’t see tomorrow, I can explain
It was the reason for me, to make a change
You’re life it has an end yet, won’t be going on
Why have you done this to us, why are you gone

I don’t know how it is, to live without you’re smile
How can I realize, what happens in these days

Show me the sun again, the eagles in the sky
Take all my pain away, and start another day

FLY WITH ME

Nowhere to go, what shall I do
Nowhere to hide, say where are you
Pay the system, it‘s a mess
One day it will break my neck

Wounds that never heal again
Frozen tears and broken dreams
It‘s a world of fake and lies
Insanity my web of pain

They control the other’s will
Feeling sick, tired and ill
Stand alone against the forces
But they will have no remorse

Land of everlasting war
Darkness all around of us
This is not what I want now
I was never made for this

Climb up the hill
Wait for the wind
Fear is to fight
When you stand on the edge

Fly with me, until we are free
Nothing will hold us back see what I see
I am sure there‘s a place which is better than here
There is no anger, no pain, and no fear

Finally the chains are broken
Screaming souls are rising high
lmages of inner freedom
They have won the final fight

The sun is rising high again
Coldness vanishing from earth
No more pain and no more fear
It‘s all over now we‘re free

LIFE ENDS
We’re on the way to the fields, to fight kill and die

And on this way we will accept that we die
This is the hardest way you don‘t know for what you pay

Nothing to hear and to feel and to say

This is all what we know, that we are here and we will go
Much to short is the way, till we’re falling away

I want to go back to start it again
Live so much longer to see anything

But time is running and kills you at all
And you can do nothing, you fall

No chance to hold or to brake, I‘m falling down
My worn out life seems to end, can I respawn
I‘m diving faster awake, I don‘t crash the ground
Only a nightmare but my life is it what I found

This is all what we know, that we are here and we will go
Much to short is the way, till we’re falling away

I want to go back to start it again
Live so much longer to see anything

But time is running and kills you at all
And you can do nothing, you fall

Now I‘m awake, break of dawn, sweat on my face
I saw the visions of last night and digging my grave

I realized that my life, is just the same
Living in my own reality, its not a game

This is all what we know, that we are here and we will go
Much to short is the way, till we’re falling away

I want to go back to start it again
Live so much longer to see anything

But time is running and kills you at all
And you can do nothing, you fall

Get out of my life, get out of the way, I’m falling 
Is this just anger or a little kind of death
Get out of my life, get out of the way, I’m falling
In every silent minute steeling me my breath



SALVATION
One bad day, at the front of a war, down in a crater build from a bomb
Soldiers crouch, in the mud in the cold, break the enemies’ line
Grenades explode, gunshots above, and the air is burning
People are dying, for what? The absurdity of the war

And I’m lying in the rain
Mud is in my face
Ice is in my vanes

To get your salvation, standing on the edge
Salve our conscience, to live or to be dead
Purity of soul, dealing with the death
Plea of not guilty, be a murder for freedom

Riding this beast, his name is war, it is so hard, like an old dinosaur
How can you say, we believe in this way, no one can see our fear

And I’m lying in the rain
Mud is in my face
Ice is in my vanes

Can you accept, what we have done, legions of dead men go down to hell
Senses are gone, warlords have won, seems like we go down as well
The person in charge, for this bloody game, should held his war on 
his own
This man should bleed, should loose his believe, should stand for what 
he wants to achieve

And I’m lying in the rain
Mud is in my face
Ice is in my vanes

To get your salvation, standing on the edge
Salve our conscience, to live or to be dead
Purity of soul, dealing with the death
Plea of not guilty, be a murder for freedom

NEW DAY

Every new day is a new start, how can I clarify it
And what you feel, in a dark hour, would be better next day

Don’t loose heart if you’re not blessed, don’t run out of passion
After every rainy day, you will see the rainbow

End of the story is there is something to do, so don’t lay down stand up 
And feel the power of your heart

Rise up from the caves of doom, see the light shines out of you
Feel the energy is floating through you’re veins

The rain is falling back to sky, push the scary clouds away
Let us take a look to the endless horizon

End of the story is there is something to do, so don’t lay down stand up 
And feel the power of your heart

Rise up from the caves of doom, see the light shines out of you
Feel the energy is floating through you’re veins

The rain is falling back to sky, push the scary clouds away
Let us take a look to the endless horizon

very day is a new day, every day is a new start
What you feel in a dark hour, baby don’t loose heart

After every rainy day, you will see the sun,
It won’t, stop to shine on us, the everlasting sun

ANSWER

Below in the fallen world, I sit and cry my tears
I know they perish this world soon
To whom does your self belong, say what is your believe
Or you go blindly trough this world

So, prosperity turns our soul
So, prosperity turns our soul

Somewhere is the answer for the questions that I wanna know
Somehow there is once a day when all the secrets want to show
All the unexplainable and mystic things between the lines
Even all the forces wonders and the thinks about the time

My only destiny is that I have the key
I know that I will see it soon
And when the end is near, is death your primal fear
Or you go blindly through this world

Look into the starry sky
Light beam shine and float away
Sometimes at the thought of a force,
I hope I will see the creator of the stars

Somewhere is the answer for the questions that I wanna know  there 
is once a day when all the secrets want to show
All the unexplainable and mystic things between the lines
Even all the forces wonders and the thinks about the time

Look into the starry sky
Light beam shine and float away
Sometimes at the thought of force
I hope I‘ll see the creator of the stars

DIMERIA
While I defend my right to live

The enemies try to conquer Dimeria
Beyond the seas, by the golden trees

The armies of hate want to take the lead

So many die, they go away
As hard as they try, to defend Dimeria

A battlefield, on Old Men‘s Hill
The sound of steel, and a warriors iron will

Unforeseen consequences for those who start the end
On razors edge they stand, we will defend our land

On the wings of majesty from far beyond the seas
The guardian of fire released

Dragons mighty, as they be, stop the misery
The keepers of light take the lead

No reign of fear, no wasted tear
With power and glory, back on the hill
The armies gone at the break of dawn
A silent November morning will come

They rising high, into the sky
The first beams of light have to take them away

A battlefield on Old Men‘s Hill
The sound of steel and a warriors iron will

On the wings of majesty from far beyond the seas
The guardian of fire released

Dragons mighty, as they be, stop the misery
The keepers of light take the lead

The sun, won’t stop to shine on us, 
only shadows steel the light

The stars won’t stop to shine on us, 
only shadows steel the light


